1. Introduction. The fundamental problem in this subject is to prove that the free product with amalgamation of any Hausdorff topological group exists, is Hausdorff and its underlying group structure is the amalgamated free product of the underlying groups. There have been three contributions to this problem. The first was by Ordman [9] who settled the problem for some locally invariant Hausdorff groups. The case when the amalgamated subgroup is central was settled in Khan and Morris [2] . In Katz and Morris [1] the first step was made towards handling the important class of & ω -groups. There the case where the groups are A: ω -spaces and the amalgamated subgroup is compact is dealt with. In this paper we show that the condition that A be compact can be weakened.
We denote by F * c G the free product of the topological groups F and G with the common subgroup C amalgamated. Given & ω -groups F and G and a common subgroup C we define the notion of the triple (F,G; C) being beseder. If (F, G; C) is beseder then it is readily seen that F* C G exists, is Hausdorff and has the appropriate algebraic structure. The main theorem says that (F, G; C) is beseder if C = A B where (F, G; A) and (F,G; B) are beseder and A is compact. So this theorem provides a procedure for progressively enlarging the family of known beseder triples.
In Katz and Morris [1] it is proved that if A is a compact subgroup of the & ω -groups F and G then (i% G; A) is beseder. Using results of Khan and Morris [2, 3] we prove here that if J? is a closed central subgroup of the A: ω -groups F and G then the triple (F, G; B) is beseder. Thus we can
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deduce from the main theorem that if the fc ω -groups F and G have a compact subgroup A and a central subgroup B then (F, G; AB) is beseder.
Indeed in the above example if C is a compact subgroup of F and G such that ABC is also a subgroup of F and G then (i% G; ^4i?C) is beseder. (This result cannot be deduced in one step from the theorem as AC is not necessarily a group.) This procedure can be used repeatedly.
Definitions and notation.
The standard references for amalgamated free products ofr groups are B. H. Neumann [6] and Magnus, Karrass and Solitar [4] . DEFINITION . Let C be a common subgroup of topological groups F and G. The topological group F * c G is said to be the free product of the topological groups F and G with amalgamated subgroup C if (i) F and G are topological subgroups of F * c G (ii) F U G generates F* C G algebraically, and (in) every pair φ v φ 2 of continuous homomorphisms of F and G, respectively, into any topological group D which agree on C extend to a continuous homomorphism of F * c G into D.
Throughout the paper we will be dealing with Λ: ω -spaces. Our definition of /t ω -space includes Hausdorffness.
Observe that if F and G are A: ω -groups and C is a closed common subgroup of F and G, then the k^decompositions F = U F n and G = U G n can be chosen such that (i) F n = F-1 and G n^G '\ (ii) F n F m c F n+m and G n G m c G M+m , and (ϋi) CΓ\F n Q G n+1 and C Π G n c F π+1 . (In verifying that requirements (ii) and (iii) are always possible recall that if F = U i^ is a fc ω -space then any compact subset of F lies entirely in some F n .)
Let K c be the kernel of the canonical homomorphism of the free product F*G -> F* C G. Then K c = the normal subgroup generated by {f(c)g(c)~ι:c&C}, where/and g are the embedding maps of C in F and G respectively. We let X = U^= 1 X n where REMARK. If the triple (F,G; C) is beseder then it is easily checked that the amalgamated free product F* C G exists and is Hausdorff.
EXAMPLE. It is shown in Katz and Morris [1] that if F and G are A: ω -groups and C is a common compact subgroup then the triple (i% G; C) is beseder. THEOREM 
Let Fαnd G be k ω -groups with α common closed subgroup C = A B, where A and B are subgroups of C. If A is compact and B is such that the triple (F,G; B) is beseder then (F,G; C) is beseder.
Proof. Let /, f λ and f 2 be the embeddings of C, A and B, respectively, into F. Let g, g λ and g 2 be the embeddings of C, A and 2?, respectively into G. Let K c , K A and K B be the kernels of the canonical maps
Since/(A) is compact and so is in F n , for some n, we can assume that f(A) c i^ and, similarly, g(Λ) c G v
Let w e (/; u GJ" Π K c . Then, by Proposition 2 of [1] , w has a representation where and ι A Hebrew word meaning "okay".
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It is shown in [1] 
The image of each y x is e in F * B G, since B is central in F and G, so the image in F * B G of each of all but the last bracket is e. As the image of the whole word is e, the image of the last bracket is also e. But Proposition 1 This completes the proof.
Conclusion and problems.
We now apply Theorems 1 and 2 to some specific examples. In so doing we reveal the Hausdorffness of some amalgamated free products. In this paper we have applied Theorem 1 in the case that B is a central subgroup of F and G, because we proved that this yields a beseder triple (F, G; B) . So we would like to know precisely what conditions, other than centrality or compactness of B, give rise to a beseder triple. what conditions on F, G and B is (F, G; B) a beseder triple?
Problem 1. (a) Under
(b) In particular, if F* B G is a fc ω -group (and has the appropriate algebraic structure) is (F, G; B) necessarily a beseder triple?
In Theorem 1, in order to show that (F, G; C) is a beseder triple we required not only that (F, G; A) and (F, G; B) are beseder triples but also that A be compact. Another way to move outside the compactness restriction is to put restrictions on F and G. In particular, it is interesting to consider the case when F and G are free topological groups. It is readily proved that 
